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Notes from the President......

DOUG BINGHAM
President

A combined issue this time.
We're looking forward to more
organizing in the managing staff of
our Association. Many of you have
already voiced in letters your ap-
proval of the positive changes in
The Sidecarist.

While recently in Ontario,
Canada, I had time to visit with
Osie and Vi Shanks of the Canadian
Sidecar Owners Club. It seemed
appropriate, with the men's trials
marathon being run mostly in
Canada.

One of the electric cycle sidecar
units was manned by the all—Cana-
dian team of Jack Black, driver, and
Bill Scott, passenger. Once over the
peace Bridge entering into Canada,
they proudly displayed the Cana-
dian flag. They also saved my ba-
con, on the run, by a quick repair
and then catching up and finishing.

Dan Doyle, our Annual Rally
chairman, and I will be attending
the Federation of Sidecar Clubs'
rally in August at Corse Lawn near
Gloucester in England. And I plan
to attend the Jumbo in Birmingham.

We'll visit members of the Fed-
eration and British sidecar manu-
facturers, to begin a dialog between
us for the betterment of sidecaring.
I'm looking forward to meeting
everyone, and to setting up corre-
spondents in the U.K.
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Letters
NEW MANAGER AT
EQUALEAN

Maybe you could tell me whatever hap-
pened to Equalean. I own one, having had it
mounted on a Honda 750.

When I bought my Aspencade last year, I
was living in California. I went directly to the
factory and plunked down $450 for new mounts.
That was Sept 26, 1983. Phone calls got excuses
and promises. Letters went unanswered. Finally
their phone was disconnected and there was no
new listing.

E. W. Kuhl, Sedalia, Kentucky

Yes, Equalean definitely had problems, and
was closed down from January 1st until a few
weeks ago. Now they are reorganized, and open
at 5842 McFadden, Unit 8, Huntington Beach,
California 92649. They have a phone now, too,
and it's 714/897-6888. New manager Mark
Jamison, whom we hear good things about from
the Equalean dealer here, says he has had some
"interesting letters" from the recent past, and
"that's why I'm running it now".

RECRUIT WANTS ADVICE
Greetings everyone! With a new addition to

the family, we are considering a rig. I'd like to
get an idea of what I should look for. I'd like to
hear from anyone who will take the time to write
and recommend.

I've thought of several items I'd like in a
sidecar, so I'll start by listing them.

1. I'll probably want a bigger bike in the future
but for financial reasons the car will go on an
'82 BMW R-65, so size and weight are impor-
tant. The three of us plus "necessities" will
probably total 250 pounds more or less.

2. Since I commute on this bike I would like a
car that's easy on-easy off. I don't want to drag
around a sidecar during the week.

The rig would primarily be used on weekends
and not for any heavy-duty touring.

3. What will I have to, or should I, add to the
bike to make it suitable to pull a sidecar. Rear
shocks? Air or preload front? Oil cooler?
Frame mods? Tires? Any recommendations
would be helpful. I'm not running a fairing or
bags. Also, what kind of "wear & tear" am I
getting into?

4. Does anyone make a kit for a savings?

Well, I think that about does it. Am I totally
out of my gourd? Do I leave Justin at the baby
sitter's? I've seen Gold Wings pulling 400 pounds
of rider and passenger plus a trailer, plus a
sidecar, plus who knows how much luggage, plus
the dog, plus.... The point is, I hope it's reason-
able to pull a small sidecar with a 650.

Any help will be paid with a thousand thank
yous!

Kurt Andersen, 195 Perry St., Denver, CO
80219

Okay, but what is this "drag around [with
the sidecar on] during the week"? Take it off to
save gas. Take it off to save wear and tear. But
"drag around"! Only as a pre-sidecar owner who
has had no opportunity to enjoy swinging a rig of
your own around corners will we tolerate this
sort of talk here. Humph!

New-member resource-person Terry Stras-
senburg has answered Kurt's letter, but if anyone
else wants to chime in with recommendations,
here's the address.

Thanks to Hal Kendall, now we have th
Sidecar Operator Manual, as well as the Sidecar
Manuals thenselves, to recommend to those new
to sidecaring.

Actually, I quite enjoyed a Globe on a 450,
but it was somewhat slow on the steep 9000-foot
passes, or in bad headwinds at Utah's base
altitude of 4200 feet and above.
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NACHBAU DETAILS
My sidecar rig is a Carell TR500 Nachbau

fitted on a 1978 Moto Guzzi LT3 California.
This outfit is a perfect combination of the old
Steib TR500 style and modern sidecar technique.

The chassis, like the Steib, is a rectangular,
all-welded construction, for heavy street use.
New is a third tube in the middle. It's necessary
to fit the torsion bar. It's a heavy swing arm from
a car (Peugeot 104), with a 135SR13 wheel and
tire, Koni shock absorber, and a second rubber
spring for a progressive sus-pension rate. The
sidecar wheel is hydraulically braked, on Guzzi’s
fitted to the Integral Brake System.

The body is  of color-impregnated polyester,
available in every color and in five different
sizes. The integrated rollbar combines with an
optional convertible top, for full weather protec-
tion. Complete lighting is fitted for German
specifications (TUV). Mounting kits are avail-
able for every motorcycle.

If anybody is interested in 15-inch wheel
kits, complete for Moto-Guzzis, write for full
details. I noticed in a back issue that you had
problems in getting 125SR15 tires. If this is still
true, I'll help.

You can hardly find out anything about
American sidecars here in Germany. Do you
have a member list with sidecar models they
have? Do you have information about Pullman
sidecars? Do you know somebody who is a
specialist in Centaur sidecars, or Gouldings? I
found a photocopy of a Flxi sidecar. Perhaps you
have some members in your club who have one.

Martin Franitza, 835 Plattlin-
Nibelungenweg AO, West Germany

Pullman, Centaur, Goulding, Flxi admirers
out there, this man would like to hear from you.

As noted in the May issue, after consider-
able trauma I did locate a source of 125x15 tires,
a Citroen supply house in Maryland. Thanks.

Letters

Carell TR500 Nachbau fitted on a 1978 Moto
Guzzi LT3 California.

Second rubber spring for progressive
suspension rates

Third tube in the middle is new
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DUAL-PURPOSE RIG
I noticed a request for off-road side-car

information in the April issue, and am enclosing
a couple of pages copied from Bike Australia.
The R80 G/S lends itself to left-hand sidecar-
wheel drive, and could prove more complex to
adapt to a right-hand sidecar.

The gentleman mentioned is a wizard with
sidecars who, incidentally, no longer lives in
South Australia. He is entirely responsible for
producing the item in the enclosed prints from a
new '83 H-D FLT Tourglide Classic outfit, which
only is made with the sidecar on the right. I
bought the outfit new last year and oshipped it
home. The conversion is a complete success, and
as you can no doubt gather, I'm quite pleased
with it.

You're doing a good job. Best wishes -

Alan E. Parker, Pambula Beach, New South
Wales, Australia

Hot stuff! We're writing for permission and
copies of photos on this far-out off-road rig. It
doesn't have much (if any) more clearance than
mine, but features optional sidecar wheel drive,
and a hydraulic lifting device whereby either
driver or passenger can level it while going.

Letters
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Letters
BUT HOW OLD IS HE?

Please, can you help me. My husband says I
have to put a sidecar on my bike, cause I'm 70
years old and he says he can't pick it up if I drop
it. Trouble is, where can I buy one. No one in our
area sells them. I ride a 1980 Honda CB900-C.

Lonnie Quimby, Apache Junction, Arizona

There are many different reasons to take up
sidecaring, but this is the first time we've heard
this one. The invaluable Terry has sent the lady
the information she requested.

POLITICS, &INSURANCE
I'm pleased to announce that long-time

touring rider Joe Roberts of Helena is running for
a seat on the Montana Supreme Court. We could
sure use more motorcyclists in such responsible
and important positions in government.

On another subject, here is a little more on
insurance that might be useful to some of our
members. I insured my 1956 BMW R50 / 1953
S500 Steib with the St. Paul Mercury Insurance
Co. in Minnesota, for $56. They cover it through
an antique motorcycle insurance company:
Condon and Skelly, Drawer A, Willingboro, NJ
08046. The premium did not go up last year, and
the stated value of the vehicle is $5000.

Limitations on this policy may not suit some
members, those who utilize their outfit as primary
transportation, or as their sole recreational motor-
cycle. I have a 2500 miles per year limit. That
includes casual use, but no driving to work or
school. The rig can be used in parades, driven to
meets or exhibits, plus other recreational use. The
insurance does not cover racing, timed events,
altered hot rod vehicles, or gymkhanas. It serves
me well because, between Jane and I, we have
three other motorcycles.

The price is better than Dairyland or the
AMA's. Regular companies don't want to insure
an old vehicle for a realistic stated value.

Dal Smilie, #1517, Helena, Montana

Dal sent a clipping detailing fellow rider Joe
Robert's qualifications. Roberts wants to "make
the legal system work for all the people of
Montana", citing especially long delays in legal
proceedings, and the problem of convictions
being thrown out on legal technicalities. Mon-
tana members take note.

The Condon and Skelly insurance sounds
like a real Babin for those to whom the condi-
tions are right.

CHILD RESTRAINTS IN
SIDECARS?

Recently at a District 6 meeting a question
was brought up to which I hope you might know
the answer. Regarding a child in a sidecar - since
some states have new laws in effect requiring
child seats for cars, he was wondering if he needs
one in his sidecar for his child.

David Heyer Jr., #75, New Tripoli, PA

Doug has never heard of child restraints/
seats being required in sidecars. But the empha-
sis on them is new, and even our legal-technicali-
ties whiz Hal Kendall declines to research the
wildly different laws regarding sidecars in the 50
states. An interesting question - but we're afraid
you're going to have to check with your own
Statehouse for a definitive answer.

COPYRIGHTS
In reference to my letter in the April issue,

the magazine from which I took the sidecar
article is “This England” published in
Gloucestershire. In getting permission to reprint,
why not ask for blanket permission? I'll have
another 1920s photo coming in a month or so
from the same magazine. About twice a year they
have old motorcycle articles, and any on side-
cars I'll re-photograph for you if you are inter-
ested.
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Letters
I'm the editor of our Retread News, and

know what a job it is getting the right proportion
of interesting articles. I must compliment you on
doing a super job. I look forward to each issue of
The Sidecarist.

Doug Wood, #2325, Creston, British
Columbia

Thanks for the compliment, and the offer of
more old stuff relayed from “This England”.
We'll confer with the magazine, but generally
separate permission must be obtained from each
contributor. Magazines may give blanket permis-
sion for the use of staff-written articles. We've
been bending the rules a bit for inter-club publi-
cations. Our members, not being professional
journalists and thus not being protective of their
livelihood, are not apt to complain if something
is reprinted overseas; if anyone submitting does
object to possible reprinting, please do let us
know on submission.

CONTACT
We answered your ad in American Motor-

cyclist. The Sidecarist is a very enjoyable publi-
cation, and we're looking forward to a long
association with your organization. We probably
should have joined your group back in '81 when
we got the sidecar, one of the first Terraplanes in
Wisconsin. Needless to say, we could find no
one who was the least bit familiar with three-
wheeled rigs. It was really refreshing to read
your magazine which had so much information.

Jack and Sally Wagoner Thanks, that's what
we're here for.

NEW MEMBER AND
CONTRIBUTOR

I've followed your organization for quite
some time, bought material at the rallies, etc.,
but never joined.

Inertia.

Then too, I enjoyed the benefits of The
Sidecarist through a member, reading it second-
hand.

Remorse.

You do a tremendous job of treating about
people and places and events. Great. People are
always fresh, and potentially interesting.

Your historical stuff is worthy of praise,
also.

You are really hurting for someone to
answer people's inquiries about the mechanical
things which have them stumped. Some of the
inquiries are almost unanswerable.

For instance, how do you guide some-one
to mount a 1958 vintage Velorex onto a 1966
Norton? You about gotta see them.

A big, big bunch, however, can be helped. I
hereby apply for the job.

I note that everything goes to Doug
Bingham, which is great. He can read through
and approve or disapprove material before
passing it on, when it would be impossible to
find time to write it. You're welcome to edit or
round-file anything you get from me, such as the
accompanying views on toe-in. I can accept
other folks not sharing my views. I'm bothered
only if they fire up and land on me.

I have, waiting on some photos, an article
on Wind Stabilizing Airfoils, which I've been
running. They work on my sidecar - or on my
head, I'm not exactly sure which. And I'd like to
contribute an article on bearings. Those people
darting suddenly to the right need a little help
and guidance.

J. R. Ewing Lafayette, Indiana Shrewd.

Our most knowledgeable people on things
mechanical, like Doug Bingham and Bob
Loberg, do not have the time required to contrib-
ute very often, and that is the kind of article we
are most in need of. See new member Ewing's
statement on toe-in elsewhere in this issue.
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Letters
TRAILERS FITTED TO
RIGS, ETC.

I'm sending pictures of my 1982 Yamaha
650 and Velorex, also my home-reconstructed
trailer for the rig. On one side of the sidecar is
"Lena", on the other is "Love". I put the name of
my wife, Lena, on the sidecar when I first bought
it. One day my dog suddenly jumped inside of it.
I got mad first, and said, "You sonova gun,
you're gonna scratch my beautiful baby." But
then I thought, why not, let the dog ride with me.

Believe it or not, if I put my helmet on, the
dog runs to the sidecar. Since that first time my
85-pound Doberman by name of Lora has loved
to ride with me.  Also, for me, it was an advan-
tage to diminish with 85 pounds the centrifugal
force.

Everything was all right until, if I drove and
stopped someplace, people would say, you have
a nice dog, come Lena, here Lena. Well, we were
confused, my wife didn't like it. I thought, if I
put "Lora" on the sidecar, what will happen if
my wife rides? Finally I came to the conclusion
to exchange only two letters, to get the word
Love, meaning to all, inside of the sidecar or out.

As to the trailer, I bought a used three-rail
trailer some time ago. I was lucky that the rails
were bolted on, not welded. While taking the
trailer all apart and painting it, I left the middle
rail out, and moved the two outside ones to fit
the dimensions of the rig, drilling new holes for
fastening them.

As I was finishing this careful work, I saw
that my rig's weight was all on one side of the
trailer, like a sinking ship. Well, then I put the
rail for the motorcycle nearer to the center of the
trailer, and the rail for the sidecar wheel outside
the wheel of the trailer. I had to extend the
frame, taking care not to exceed the limit of
highway width.

I'm delighted that our magazine is better
and better. I'm receiving Ballhupe magazine
from Germany, like our Sidecarist. Does anyone

have any experience with transporting a rig to
Europe? The motorcycle unit in Germany told
me there is no renting available there.

Tony von Engelhardt, #2447 Port Richey,
Florida

Yes, a trailer custom-fitted to the rig is so
handy. Mine was welded, but a friend whom I
visited in Cottonwood, Arizona,

Mark Coker, took a horrified look at my
jury-rigged haulage, and fitted mine. Arizona
owners note, he does very fine work, fixes bikes
too, can be reached through Bert's Motorcycles
and Equipment,

phone 602/634-6380. But sometimes Mark
is employed out of town doing sophisticated
welding for construction projects, so he isn't
always available.

Views expressed by readers do not necessar-
ily coincide with the official viewpoint of the
Association. We reserve the right to edit for
length and clarity. If you should wish to write
person-to-person only, and not have your letter
considered for publication, please so indicate.
Otherwise we will consider all letters to the
Association or to the editor fair game.
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Letters

Tony von Engelhardt’s
special 2-rail trailer

(converted from a 3-rail
trailer) for hauling a

sidecar
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Tec: - Toe-in
Alignment Dimensions
by J.R. Ewing

There was a decade, during the 1950s, when the
Yankees discovered the British motorcycle press. Of course,
this was something that had been there all along, unbe-
knownst to us. There was a "Green 'Un" and a "Blue Un",
referring to the traditional color of their covers. And one
now suspects that some very knowledgeable industry
engineers contributed articles under assumed names, to
protect themselves from Retribution from Above.

Interest in the European concept of motorcycling
opened American eyes to a different, technical, and thought-
provoking set of views. The message was that "over there"
folks were not only obsessed with maintaining their own
motor transport, they often built it.

Nowhere in our own motorcyling world today is this
so evident as among sidecar enthusiasts. No major power
gives a damn about our small market. We've not been
overwhelmed by technocracy gone wild. Instead, sidecarists
have been free to muddle along, exercise their own ingenu-
ity, and re-learn lessons that have been arrived at many
times before.

Most of us go it alone. Thus our own individual
discovery of a proven principle is exciting and bright, as if it
were the first time anyone had ever thought of it.

Territory continually being rediscovered by new
people just about has to be seen by them with different
emphases. In such rich soil there is bound to be a diversity
of opinion. It is a wise and patient person who does not tell
another that he is "Wrong".

There is a need for better communication of these
ideas or discoveries. We absorb them and grow. It's in this
context that I offer a series of opinions about sidecar
methodology.

The obvious first area of puzzlement is alignment;
somehow the rig must be set up before one can gain
experience. Several aspects of this initial task deserve their
own chapters. Let's go directly to the one with serious
consequences: toe-in.

Every time we read about a trip interrupted by a failed
sidecar wheel bearing, we are reading about principles
misunderstood. Every time we read the off-hand comment
that "of course sidecar tires do not give good mileage", or

about a mysterious gremlin that steered the combination off
the road, or put it upside down on a bridge railing, we're
reading about a unheard message from the motorcycle. It's
trying to tell you that something is wrong!

Why does an outfit suddenly steer to the right into
ditch or guardrail? Something grabbed the outboard wheel
and slowed or stopped it. If there is no brake to mysteriously
act up, there is only the wheel bearing to consider. Why
would it seize? Expansion triggered by heat!

A free-running ball, roller, or sliding device will grab
hold and lock the inner and outer running surfaces together
the moment it comes to a ramp restricting its living space.
This principle is often used in one-way clutches; you
activate one when you press the electric start button.

A ball- or roller-bearing assembly will likewise lock
up when it gets too hot. Races and rollers expand past
designed clearances, causing a "force fit". The load between
these swelled parts becomes incredible. As the load
increases, the resistance to motion increases, promoting
more expansion. The lockup of this device seems instanta-
neous only to you; the motorcycle knew it all along.

It would be a fair stretch of the imagination to say that
too much toe-in, alone, could overload and overheat that
wheel bearing. Certainly, excessive side load is a contribu-
tor. I would go more with the view that the problem began
with over-tightening the clearances of the wheel bearing.
This is so important that I'll touch on one aspect only, here,
and save the rest for a chapter on bearings.

Angular contact bearings (a familiar form is the
tapered roller bearing) are, to some small extent, self-
aligning. "Small" is all that we need. Such a bearing set up
very slightly loose, that is, with a barely noticeable "pick" in
the assembly, will send us straight down the road.

An over-tight bearing further insulted by an excessive
side load (from too much toe-in) may heat up, lock, and
dump you off on the road. That motorcycle was like a horse
with a burr under the saddle: it was trying to tell you
something.

Every time we read about heavy-duty wheel bearings,
and most of the time when we read about heavy-duty
spokes, we're reading about toe-in misunderstood. If the
wheel bearings supported the motorcycle when it left the
factory, they'll happily accept the addition of a properly
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aligned sidecar. If the spokes have been equal to the
challenge of hauling you, your spouse, two saddlebags filled
with foul weather gear and a tote box, those spokes will be
adequate for a properly aligned, free-running sidecar outfit.

An outfit set up with too much toe-in is not "free-
running". Besides making life more hazardous for bearings
and spokes, such outfits prematurely wear out the
motorcycle's rear tire, in a beautiful wave pattern on the half
toward the sidecar. They scuff off the sidecar wheel's tire,
feather the edges of your tread patterns, heat up the rear
chain and shorten its life, cause the engine to grunt unhap-
pily when it should sing, and knock heck out of your
gasoline mileage.

How much toe-in is too much toe-in? Oaky, join me
out on this limb. I've never seen the combination destined
for paved highway use that needed more than a quarter of
an inch. Notice, please, that I say, "needed". Along with you,
I've set up a bunch of sidecars with more toe-in than that.
That was during my impressionable youth, and I was
wrong.

Let's dispense first with the black magic, for witch-
craft is only a cloak for something we've not yet understood.
This is a science. If we study it, we can master it.

It would be a great help if you observe your motor-
cycle closely, for it has a lot of things to tell you. Tires
feather on the edges when forced sideways down the road.
Feathers appear on the tires of racing motorcycles, along
with a very readable pattern of scuffing. The rider who
doesn't drift to the limits of adhesion is the rider who gets
passed in the corners.

Small-wheeled trailer tires often feather enormously,
plus displaying other signs of protest. They're telling us that
they are overloaded, run too fast for their capacity, living on
a bowed axle, or something less than optimal. These tiny
tires are being dragged down the road.

Why are we dragging our tires down the road? Is this
inevitable? In the days when motorcycles began and
sidecars were wicker baskets, tires were tall, skinny, and had
little or no tread pattern. Tires then had little resistance to
being crowd-sideways. It seems logical that an off-center
load with its own wind resistance would easily overpower
the traction of the cycle's equipment; it's easy to see a 1908
Popenbanger running kitty-cornered down the road.

Given those conditions, it made good sense to install
the sidecar's wheel with a decided inward slant at the front.
When the back end of the motorcycle slid left, the sidecar
went along. If we'd guessed right, that outboard wheel
would then be pointed straight down the road. The sidecar
wheel exercised minimal steering effects.

This was great. The sidecar's tire wore less. At a
chosen cruising speed, all other conditions being ideal, the
outboard tire just held up the sidecar. Either side of this
speed, the tire did take on a little chore: stabilization.

As speed was reduced below the ideal cruising level,
the bad forces lessened. (Let's lump them all together and
call them resistance to forward motion.) The shove-the-
back-end-to-the-left phenomena ceased; the motorcycle's
rear tire was better able to cope with the sidedraft. At
reduced speed with reduced resistance to forward motion to
force the issue, the sidecar tire began pushing sideways.

The motorcycle's rear tire, more heavily loaded,
began to reassert itself. Installed toe-in was now greater than
needed for the reduced effort.

Both of the wheels at the rear now pointed slightly
inward, which isn't all bad. The tension set up by two
slightly conflicting tires produced a nice tight feeling at the
back of our motorcycle. We said that it was stable, and
thought it great.

Now jump ahead a few decades. Motor-cycles had
acquired another cylinder and sturdier tires. With no
suspension, the rear wheel spent maybe 30% of its life
flying through the air. Further, this part-time traction
continued to magnify an old problem, the tendency of the
rear end of the motorcycle to slip off to the left. Fashionable
dimensions for sidecar wheel toe-in were down to around
three-quarters of an inch. Some sharp guys were thinking
differently. The rest of us just wore out tires.

The next major development was the widespread use
of rear suspension on the motorcycle. Its rear tire spent more
time on the road. The self-aligning characteristics of the
motorcycle began to work better.

And now we're seeing wider, more muscular tires.
Everything has changed. We've gone from narrow, ineffec-
tive, skittish rubber, which spent most of its time recovering
from bumps, to some very stable motorcycles. Among the
rules in this here ballgame is that one must take out the old
decisions and review them. This rule was especially

Tec: - Toe-in
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designed to plague people who install sidecars. You have to
get out in the garage all by yourself, secure from intruders,
and sit there looking at the motorcycle. A couple of hours of
thinking is worth a whole lot of wrench time.

All of this leads to Senior Genuises who fool around
with self-aligning sidecar wheels. Pop Dreyer has proved to
any reasonably intelligent mechanic that toe-in properly
should send the third wheel straight down the road: no
steering effect. Further, his system does this all of the time,
not just at your favorite cruising speed.

He has also disproved, and this is where you gotta
listen, any theories about the third wheel's pointing in
helping to guide the outfit.

I don't want to get into the pros and cons of Pop's
system. That's a long article in itself, and he deserves to
write it. What I will say is that he has taken a long step
forward in our thinking. He has demonstrated some lessons
that we can carry back to more conventional applications.

Why do we run toe-in, in the first place? Why not just
set the wheel up parallel? If sidecar resistance to forward
motion forces our sidecar to hang back and crowd left, why
not use both of the wheels at the rear to make it run straight?

Okay, we're slipping down the road with the back of
the motorcycle scooted over over, slightly, and the sidecar
wheel pointing in, very slightly. Both of the tires at the rear
point in, not necessarily by the same amount.

Along comes a gusty crosswind, from either direc-
tion. The crosswind will heel the motorcycle over onto the
opposite wheel, shift some little weight onto that wheel, and
cause its tire to bite more effectively. Since the wheel
opposite the wind is pointed in, more bite is going to steer
our outfit into the wind. This situation is, to some degree,
self-correcting.

How much of this do we really need? Do we want to
give it up entirely? If we eliminate the scuff and drag at the
two rear wheels, won't our fuel and tire mile-age jump up?
You betcha! The motorcycle is saying that the things we
used to do are costly in today's world.

Now you're faced with an engineering dilemma. How
much stability is enough? How much will you trade off for
better gasoline and tire mileage?

A 4.00 motorcycle rear tire will live happily with a
half-inch of toe-in at the sidecar wheel, more happily if that
is a small sidecar tire. It's most happy at one quarter of an
inch of toe-in.

A 4.50x17 rear tire does quite well with a quarter of an
inch of sidecar wheel toe-in, and feels quite comfortable
with toe-in down to as little as an eighth of an inch.

A 5.00 or 5.10x17 rear tire doesn't need a quarter of an
inch of toe-in. Three-sixteenths to an eighth is just dandy.

A 155 by 15 automobile radial used as your
motorcycle's rear tire handles a gusty crosswind very well
with no sidecar toe-in. That's right: absolute zero.

You have to help them. The other dimensions must be
right. Lean-out and weight bias, working well. Suspension
right. The motorcycle's wheel tracking true. If you're smart
you've pumped side-car ballast in the form of lead shotgun
pellets into the hollow tubing of the sidecar's frame; 25
pounds of lead shot carried down low and outboard is worth
a couple of sacks of sand in the sidecar.

Witness a sidecar tire with 44,000 miles on it. This
started out as a slightly used Continental 4.00x18 which had
been removed and discarded, probably because of a
legitimate complaint by the customer. Possibly the mechanic
hadn't gotten the bead seated right, didn't realize it, and just
installed another new tire. For the first 26,000 miles this
Conti ran at one-eighth inch toe-in, pointed toward a 16-inch
motorcycle tire. The motorcycle then acquired an auto radial
on the rear, and some thousands of miles later the sidecar tire
began to show tiny scuff marks, the stage prior to feathering,
on the inside of the sidecar tire. The message couldn't be
clearer. What is less toe-in than an eighth of an inch? None.

The automotive radial tire was measured at 17,000
miles, then removed and switched over to another motor-
cycle which was in the process of acquiring its own sidecar.
On a Suzuki 1100, which isn't shy of horsepower, this radial
had used four of the orginal 9/32nds of tread depth. I recall
commentary by Doug Bingham, several times, about fitting
automotive radials to a motorcycle. Well, he's right.

And you can quit worrying about all that Mickey
Mouse toe-in.

Tec: - Toe-in
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Club News
ILLINOIS S/Cs ON TV

Over 50 sidecars paraded before the ABC
television camera at Lake Mendota, Illinois, on
Sunday May 6th. Sidecaring appeared as a
featured item on the "Eye on Chicago" program
on Channel 7 at 6:30 PM, May 19th. The pro-
ducer was Beverly Price, and the host David
Sparks.

Denise Kalmes of Sidecar Imports
(Neval) convinced Price to film a segment

on sidecars. Marilyn Johnson suggested that the
filming be done at a combination picnic hosted
by the Northern Illinois Retreads and attended
by the Northern

Illinois Region of USCA.
The event was well publicized by both

participating groups. The local police directed
participants to the park picnic area where the
filming took place. About a hundred sidecarists
were there, and a couple of hundred Retreads.

Host Sparks interviewed Denise, Bill
Wyatt, Kurt Liebhaber, and myself. Some
individual filming was done of sidecars in
action. For these shots I carried the camera-
man and soundgear man and their equipment
in my Jupiter sidecar. Estimated total weight
was 600 pounds! The rig handled beautifully
with all this weight. After this came a pa-
rade.

When the program was aired, Denise
and her passenger Burt Richmond, also of
Sidecar Imports, and director of the Colo-
rado Chapter of USCA, were featured in an
especially nice shot. Wally Mitchell, inven-
tor of the Mitchell sidecar, received a lot of
footage, and host Sparks spoke favorably of
his ride with Wally. Margorie Jennings, head
of the rider training program for Northeast-
ern Illinois University, was given credit for
her sidecar courses.
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Member Profile

Lynn and her daughter Rachel get ready for a winter ride on the Honda 400F/Sweet sidecar

Lynn Nathan
by her husband

I used to run classes for customers at a
motorcycle shop in Boston on how to do tune-
ups and stuff. It was a pretty good deal for them,
20 hours of instruction for about $60. One day
this woman showed up for the class. She wasn't
the first one, but she seemed different. Let's face
it, there aren't too many female bikers running
around with college degrees. The other thing
was that she always arrived on her bike, a
CB200, and dressed like a semi-hardcore biker.

One night Lynn, another person or two
from the class, and I went out to supper. Lynn
and I hit it off pretty good, and we got to be
friends. She was way past the capabilities of her
little 200, and was looking for a bargain in
something bigger. I steered her towards a CB400
Four that we used as a demo.

Before long Lynn was a regular customer,
and I was her mechanic. We both loved to ride
fast. I was just beginning to get very involved in
amateur roadracing, and Lynn was my best fan.
She came to some of the races. When I crashed,
which was more often than I liked, she took real
good care of me. It was then I got to know her
better.

Whenever we talked, it was either about
motorcycles or teaching. She was an educator,
an expert in teaching English as a foreign lan-
guage who had written some books. Her tech-
nique enabled an instructor to teach 20 people
from different countries to speak English in a
very short time, even though the instructor didn't
know a word of the students' language. Pretty
good trick, huh! I can't even get what I want in a
Chinese restaurant.
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After I got back to racing again, I asked
Lynn if she wanted to take a few laps on the old
RD400. She did and loved it! It was sort of
humorous, actually, because she couldn't reach
the ground. We had to hold the bike and launch
her out of the pits. When she was done, a couple
of us would wait in the pit area to catch her and
the bike as she came in for a landing.

Awkward as it was, she was hooked. Before
I knew it, a big box of Yoshimura parts came in
for the 400 Four, which was to become Lynn's
own race bike. She had to scrape the bottom of
the barrel to pay for all the stuff: cams, pistons,
pipes, etc. Many long nights were spent at the
shop building a mini-superbike. Lynn cam-
paigned that machine successfully for a year and
a half, and only retired it when a rod bearing
failure halted our team effort during a six-hour
endurance race.

I'll tell you one thing about that bike, it was
loud! The redline we used was 14,500 rpm, with
one of the unbaffled megaphone exhausts which
were in vogue back then. People in Laconia
would wince when she missed a shift at Turn
Four in Loudon. In fact, it was said that across
the border in Tyngsboro, Massachusetts, dogs
became very angry and covered their ears.

We spent more money than we had on
racing, so we had little choice when Lynn's VW
blew up - again! We swore off cars forever. Since
she had three "rug-rats" to contend with, it
started to get touchy doing shopping and family
outings. If it weren't for the old Beemer, it would
have been a lot touchier.

To be polite, you could say that the BMW
was "spartan and functional". The old R50/2 had
blown up too many times and had been knitted to
a wrecked R75/5. The result was like an anemic
old man with the heart of a 20-year-old athlete -
it was way too fast for its own good. The 1960
brakes and suspension weren't able to properly
contain the 1976 engine and transmission. As a
two-wheeler, it was marginal, but I did what I
could.

Member Profile
I found a rusted-out Steib. It took many

pounds of welding rod to save that old tub.
Modified beyond recognition, when it was done
the Steib had no value as a vintage hack. It was
the only way to make something useful out of
that pile of junk labled "sidecar". Koni shocks
and stiffer springs helped make the mongrel into
a decent sidecar rig. The BMW/Steib became our
family car.

At first we could all fit into it at once,
because the kids were small enough to cram into
the sidecar. After a while it became apparent that
more carrying capacity was needed. Lynn's racing
career was going strong. We were sharing the
RD400, and she was winning the Ms. class.

The 400 Four blew up a few times, so we
converted it for street bike use. Then there arose
an opportunity to buy an unusual Sweet sidecar,
which I believe enjoyed a limited production in
New Hampshire. The all-fiberglass body looked
like it was laid up entirely by hand. The chassis
was constructed out of trailer bits, and resembled
a cross between a midget racer and a speed boat.
Handlaid fiberglass is heavy, and when mounted
to Lynn's 400, the rig seemd underpowered and
lopsided. That's because it was underpowered
and lopsided. All the same, it got us through the
winter, and with two cobby three-wheelers three
cobby two-leggers were no longer a problem.

All this racing and sidecar building took a
toll. We needed a vacation. We drove the two rigs
to Florida in January. The kids flew down from
Boston to join us, and we all toured the land of
oranges and sunshine: Disneyland, the Keys, all
of it.

We sent the kids back and thought it would
be nice to check out the Blue Ridge Parkway on
the way back North. It rained heavily while we
were in Northern Georgia. While we slept, the
temperature dropped into the teens. It took
several hours the next morning to free up the
controls. The last straw came somewhere near
Ashville, North Carolina. I knew we had reached
the edge of endurance when Lynn pulled the 400
onto the shoulder.
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I parked the BMW rig to see what was
wrong, and saw the frozen stream of tears on her
cheeks. It was just too cold for touring. A rented
truck fixed that and we finished the trip in
comfort, with a new respect for winter.

Eventually we accumulated enough money
to put a more respectable rig together, a GS1100,
another retired race bike, and a Watsonian Palma.
Racing and wrenching takes its toll, so it wasn't
long before we were ready for another vacation.
The kids weren't coming this time, so we loaded
the Suzuki/Watsonian to the max and headed for
Mexico. The five-week trip was made in January
and February. We visited Florida, Texas, and
Mexico including the primitive, mountainous
interior and the southermost coastal areas.

Lynn and I split the driving chores 50-50.
One afternoon she was driving along a curvy,
narrow, mountain road while I dozed in the
sidecar. I opened one eye and looked to the right
only to see air. We seemed to be dangerously
close to the cliff side, and there was no shoulder.
Trying to calm down, I shouted, "Move over."
She looked at me and grinned. "What did you
say?" "MOVE OVER!" I screamed, alarmed.

Lynn misunderstood my message. She
edged the rig six inches over - to the right! My
eyes grew wide and I saw my life flash before
me. I screamed at the absolute top of my lungs
and was certain I was going to die. The sidecar
wheel was half on the asphalt and half in midair.
I attempted to climb out of the sidecar but the
wind pressure kept me from opening the hood.

Later Lynn asked, "What were you scream-
ing about back there?" Somehow we made it
back to Boston that season.

Riding, sidecaring, and togetherness had
become a way of life for us. Something else
entered the picture. The shop where I worked in
Boston was very progressive. Besides having
maintenance courses, the owner wanted to start
offering riding courses for prospective custom-
ers.

Member Profile
Lynn and I both became involved in setting

up the first Motorcycle Safety Foundation Rider
Course in the area.  We both thought the materi-
als from the MSF were extraordinarily well
thought out.

We were a natural pair for the task of
training people to ride safely. I had good credibil-
ity due to my experience as a mechanic and racer.
Lynn brought seasoned classroom expertise
gleaned from her experience in the world of
instruction. Together we did a very thorough job.
Apparently our graduates thought so too, because
things began to grow rapidly.

Besides helping me to organize my racing
program, Lynn helped with the maintenance
classes and even began teaching the basic course
herself. She was also managing a performing arts
company or two, and had a job teaching English
as a second language at a local college. At the
same time she was putting the finishing touches
on a new curriculum, under contract with a major
publishing house, and of course, she still had to
be a mother to her children. It was remarkable
that she found time to take over the management
duties of our expanding riding school.

Eventually the success of our teaching and
Lynn's talents were noticed by the MSF home
office in Maryland. We hadn't planned on mov-
ing, but Dr. Hartman, then president of the MSF,
asked Lynn to join the Education Department.
Lynn was hired to organize other schools in the
Northeast. This was a quantum leap for her
varied careers. It enabled her to combine her
talent and experience as a teacher and curriculum
designer with her love of motorcycling.

As Education Manager for the MSF, Lynn is
currently hard at work revising the Motorcycle
Rider Course. The new curriculum should be in
the schools sometime in 1985, and will set the
standard for years to come. She is also involved
in rider training for ATVs, and has developed
teaching modules for sidecar rigs and the new-
style Japanese scooters.
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Lynn's picture on the cover of the February
issue of Safe Cycling, the MSF magazine, was
with a machine that she and I have put some
15,000 miles on. The CB900 belonged to the
MSF and worked well for sidecar duties. The
Terraplane side-car was loaned by Vetter. The rig
was used to develop the sidecar teaching module.
In my opinion, the Terraplane is a unique and
effective device, reflective of the same design
excellence that made the Windjammer famous.

Lynn has retired from motorcycle racing.
She ended her career as a racer by reaching the
rank of Expert Amateur. Her last race machine
was a TA-125 Yamaha which she maintained
herself.

We still own and operate the Suzuki/-
Watsonian which has close to 40,000 miles on it.
Lynn rides year round and maintains several two-
wheelers. The kids have been getting older and
larger. One of them rides a 400 Four of her own,
and another is riding one of Lynn's old 400
Fours. We plan to keep at least one sidecar in the
garage, always. I don't really see how we could
get along without it.

Member Profile

Lynn and the woman in Mexico they paid to
watch the Watsonian rig all night.

Rachel and the BMW/Steib and Honda/Sweet in Florida.
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Ride for Rights
The staff of the AMA has devised a new,

fund-raising event to bring money into their fight
for motorcyclists' rights, the battles against land
closures, curfews, unfair tolls, and the like which
we depend on them to spearhead. This year it's
during the National Championship Poker Run
and Field Meet, put on by the Northwestern
Ohio Motorcycle Association over the Labor
Day weekend.

The fund-raising part of it is that AMA
President Ed Youngblood, the Government
Relations Department's Rob Rasor, Legislative
Affairs Manager Gary Winn, Ken Reid, Touring
Director, and Greg Harrison, AM Editor, will
ride on the poker run and are asking for pledges,
based on their miles per gallon. That is, you
pledge so much per mpg on the rider of your
choice. The appropriate part for us that
Youngblood is riding his BMW/Hollandia rig.
The bike is one of those enviable /2s, a '68, and
as is commonly done, Youngblood has put a
bigger, newer engine in the bike, a '72 750.

Incentives for pledging are a pin or patch,
and prizes, a special 60th Anniversary AMA
jacket for the first person to guess any rider's
correct mileage, also anniversary jerseys and pins
for runners-up, and an anniversary belt buckle
for he who guesses the overall average mileage
for the five bikes. Of course the real prize is
continued support for the AMA which in turn
supports our right to ride without undue interfer-
ence. For more details, see the July issue of AM.
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Hajime & Teiko
by Dorde Woodruff

Touring the U.S., Canada, and Mexico is
Hajime's second dream. A previous long tour to Europe
was the first, now accomplished. Originally Hajime
was going to go on a solo bike, then he met Teiko.

Not knowing that they were coming through
Utah, I was pleasantly surprised then I rode up from an
errand to see them standing by my mailbox, just having
arrived.

Hajime's rig was cleverly prepared for the trip. He
took a large wooden tea box, lined it with thin sheet
metal, fiberglassed the outside, and mounted it on the
rear of the BMW/EML outfit. He also made a stout
rack which goes around the back of the chair to hold
water jugs and such, and the ingenious convertible top.
The final touch is a heat exchanger wrapped around the
exhaust for heating the sidecar.

A large part of my family was visiting for a
wedding and staying afterwards; they were entranced
to have visitors from Japan. The vast differences

between life in the U.S. and Japan, especially in the
Western U.S., were emphasized when Teiko told us
she had never touched a horse, and that was her
personal dream in coming here! She not only got to
touch the family Appaloosa, but also to ride him.

Hajime had with him one copy of the Japanese
sidecar book Hal has told us about, for people to look
at. It was gorgeous, well worth buying for the photos
alone when Hal can arrange it.

Teiko doesn't speak much English, and Hajime
needs you to speak clearly and not too fast. We told
them they could speak a lot more English than we
could Japanese. We did learn to say Konnichiwa
(Hello) the next time we see them.

Spending six months traveling in foreign coun-
tries takes a lot of gumption, but these two seem able
travelers, well able to handle anything that comes their
way. From Salt Lake they were going to visit BMW
people in Illinois, to the rally, then to Tennesee, Florida,
Ontario, Alaska, California, Mexico, Texas, back to
California and thus returning to Japan. To make this
trip, Hajime quit hias computer system engineer job.

Visitors from Japan

Hajime & Teiko at Sendai port
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Rigs on TV
ABC uses Electric- Powered S/Cs

USCA Prez Doug Bingham has been
very busy in the last few weeks building and
using camera-car sidecar rigs. In addition to
their planned duties for the summer Olym-
pics in Los Angeles, the vehicles went to the
Women's Olympic Marathon Trials in (fit-
tingly) Olympia, Washington, and to the
Men's in Buffalo New York, which ran to
Niagara Falls, Canada.

The units consist of electric powered
motorcycles built up by Corbin Gentry and
run by eight batteries each, and handsomely-
painted Sidestrider Mark II sidecars. In
addition to the camera vehicles, ABC is also
using Doug's Honda/ Watsonian.

The sidecar outfits proved their effec-
tiveness right away in the first of the above
events, according to the newspaper The
Olympian. The big question in the women's
race was who would finish third.

"At the 22-mile marker, the gap be-
tween the two women [Lisa Larsen and
Cathy Schiro] had narrowed to 20 yards. TV
cameras on specially built motorcycles
caught the drama of Larsen trying to hold on
for a place on the Olympic team. 'That
figures to be a tremendous story,'" noted the
announcer. "Unfortunately ABC failed to
leave well enough alone and kept switching
to overhead shots from one of its helicopters
above the two women. The angle only di-
luted the effect and took away from the
coverage of Larsen's agony and Schiro's
pursuit."

Motorcycle magazine editor Steve
Stillwell, now with Hot Bike, has also noted
how effective it is for a cameraman to be a
sidecar passenger, for shooting events like
the Toy Run, for instance.

You're right down there in the thick of
the action, yet free from piloting chores you
get all sorts of neat angles," says Stillwell. Cameraman's seat in open-back sidecar.

When the dust settles, we'll get Doug to
give us a full report of his Olympics work.
He says that ABC is more than pleased with
the units.

As a historical note, Hal Kendall had
already set the standard by using his
Laverda / Watsonian rig for several year’s
running at the Houston Tri-atelon with the
camera man esconsed in the sidecar.  While
not silent the value of the sidecar for this
purpose was proven.
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Rigs on TV

Women's Olympic Trials in Washington state.
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Rigs on TV

Outfit looks sharp. Helper Dave LeFevre, Canadian driver, Jack Black, and Doug at Buffalo.
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Sidecar Road-Racing
SIDECAR ROADRACING

AMA professional sidecar racers com-
peted for the first time in the '84 season at
Road America, Elkhart Lake, Wisconsin, June
11. Ian Fillery and Brian Ceelen of Ontario,
Canada, aboard a self-sponsored Yamaha won
the eight-lap final.

1983 champions Bruce Lind and Jack Hart
of Seattle led the first half of the race, and
were doubtless greatly disappointed that their
brake system went away, so that they were
unable to keep their original fast pace. Last
year they set new lap records at six of the
seven major races they entered with their
TZ750-powered machine, and beat out the '82
champion team of Essaff and Crueger by 5
points for the AMA championship. Lind and
Hart were also AMA champions in 1981. For
this year, they refined the streamlining of their
"three-wheeled Formula car".

An early report from the next AMA Camel
Pro Series National sidecar event at Loudon,
New Hampshire, Jun 17th, indicated that Lind
and Hart were disappointed again. A call to
Lind after he got home disclosed the fact that
he'd broken his collarbone in the Superbike
race the day before, so that they could not
compete. Lind says since this is the tenth time
he's done this, he knows it will be healed in
time for Laguna Seca.

The top teams finished in the same order
as at Road America, except for Lind and Hart
being absent: Fillery and Ceelen won; Ron
Thorne and John Docherty, also of Ontario and
on a self-sponsored Windle were again second.
Another Ontario team, John and Art Dailey,
was third on a self-sponsored Suzuki, and Jeff
Millard and James Murray, Michigan riders
who are Stroh's/Kaw mounted, were fourth.
The Loudon race was 12 laps, the laps shorter
and slower than at Road America. Race time at
the former was 16:54, at the latter 22:43, and
average speeds were 66.15 and 84.48 mph,
respectively.

Camel Pro series races are at Laguna
Seca, July 22; Sonoma, California, Aug 19th;
Brainerd, Minnesota, Sept 2; and Mid-Ohio
Sept 30.

Remaining races of the seven Can/Am
Motorcycle Challenge Series are: Seattle, Aug
5; Portland, Aug 12; Westwood, Coquitlam,
B.C., Sept 16. Races in this series have already
been held at these three locations.

Lind says that accidents occurred at both
of the Camel Pro sidecar races. At Road
America, everyone funneled into the first
corner. He didn't see it, but he says probably
there was a collision, at any rate one rig went
out of control and rolled. As usually happens
in these cases, the passenger was thrown off.
The driver was injured seriously enough to be
hospitalized.

At Loudon Marvin Hagele and Mike
Schneider's rig caught a wheel on going off the
pavement. The passenger was again thrown
off, and the driver caught a foot in the shifter
and was dragged.

The highest probability of sidecar racing
injuries is at Laguna, where the traffic is
greatest. Some teams come out only to this
race, and get carried away.

Laguna and Loudon have the biggest
purses for sidecar racing, $4000 this year.
Half of this is show-up money, and the other
half trophy money for the first ten finishers. In
most of the AMA races there are not ten finish-
ers, so everyone gets something, ranging from
down the 21% awarded the winner. The AMA
did manage to increase the purse this year. The
other races pay $3000 total.

True to British tradition, sidecar
roadracing is a bit more popular in Canada
than in the U.S., with some strong Canadian
teams competing in the U.S., witness the
winners of these races.

1982 champ Pete Essaff isn't racing yet
this year, as he is building a rig.
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Sidecar Racing

After two disappointing Camel Pro races, can Lind and Hart pull it off and win the
championship again this year?
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ADD A STEP TO A H-D SC
Without a step, getting in and out of a

sidecar can be a chore. The current Harley-
Davidson sidecar lacks such a step.

I solved this problem by installing a repro-
duction of an antique step. It is aluminum,
rectangular, and has the words Harley-Davidson
in raised letters across the top. It's available from
Merle Wolfe, RD #3, Box 1106, Duncannon, PA
17020, phone 717/957-3345. Merle is known for
his reproduction steel sidecar bodies for Harleys
and Indians. He says he would make a step for
any others who may be interested. The price is
quite reasonable.

The step was installed on the sidecar using a
one-inch steel rod bought in a local hardware
store. The rod was bent and cut to proper length
by a machine shop, then bolted to the sidecar
frame, in the tube on the right side of the frame.
A machine shop can also drill the bolt holes in
the steel rod. The step is fastened to the rod with
standard U-bolts.

Since the sidecar fender doesn't wrap
around the wheel like on the old models, the
bracket part of the step designed to bolt the step
to the fender can be ground off. It serves no
purpose, and the step is sufficiently strong
without any further bracing.

Finally, before bolting the rod to the frame,
wrap a rubber sleeve around the end of the rod
that fits into the tube, to ensure a tight fit.

I can provide a Polaroid photo of the setup
to any member who is interested.

Jack Sands

Tech Tip, etc.
REGRETS

Bob and Monica Loberg have resigned as
Vice-presidents. We want to thank them for their
help, which is much appreciated.

Kenna sidecars is ceasing business, for
personal reasons. See ad in Classifieds for molds
and equipment for sale.

AMA S/C NOSTALGIA ISSUE
This is dated August which comes in July.

We haven't seen it yet, but they have cover
they're quite proud of, plus several sidecar
articles. This issue is always something to look
forward to.

IN THE NEXT ISSUE
Fire Aero "Ultimate Sidecar" plus the usual

wide-ranging assortment of everything that has
anything to do with sidecaring.

MOVING?
PLEASE NOTIFY US SIX WEEKS IN

ADVANCE. Attach your mailing label, fill in
your new address below, and send to:

USCA - NEW ADDRESS P.O. Box 8119,
Van Nuys, CA 91409-8119

RENEWALS
Renewing on time saves the Association

money, and a'lot of extra work. Please check your
own label, and if your dues are due - send your
remittance to:

USCA - RENEWAL P.O. Box 8119, Van
Nuys, CA 91409-8119

Please make your check or MO payable to
the UNITED SIDECAR ASSOCIATION.
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Coming Events
JUL 26-29, 3RD ANNUAL MID-AMERICA

SIDECAR RALLY, The Third Wheel, Inc.,
Menomonie, Wisconsin. Contact Monica
Loberg, 6400 18th Av, Richfield, MN 55423,
phone 612/861-2974, after 6 PM.

JUL 29, ADVENTURES MOTORCYCLE CLUB
TOUR (Southern California Chapter, contact
John Baber, 805/251-5051).

AUG 3-6, 4TH ANNUAL CANADIAN SIDE-
CAR OWNERS CLUB RALLY, Kitchener,
Ontario. Contact Cesar DaSilva, 18 Jocelyn Dr,
Streetsville, Ont, Canada L5M 1T7.

AUG 3-6, 2ND CSOC-WC BIGFOOT RENDEZ-
VOUS, Kamloops, contact Jerry at 604/534-
6473 or Berry at 604/826-1651.

AUG 4-6, BROTHERHOOD OF MOTOR-
CYCLE CAMPERS STURGIS RALLY
CAMPOUT, Hot Springs, South Dakota,
contact Clarence Kessler, P.O. Box 764, Hot
Springs, SD 57747.

AUG 17-19 SIERRA SIDECAR SPECTACU-
LAR, USCA Northern California Chapter,
Mariposa. Contact Dan Doyle at 1310 Gold
Rush Way, Penryn, CA 95663, phone 408/295-
4506. See poster in this issue.

AUG 24-26, 3RD ANNUAL RALLY, ONTARIO
EAST CSOC, Ganaque, contact Terry
Brinklow, 9 James St. Napanee, Ont. K7R 3E9.

AUG 31-SEPT 3, 2ND ANNUAL CSOC WC
CHAPTER RIONDEL BC CAMPOUT,
contact Dick Rothe, 206/854-0329.

SEPT 1-3, TOUR ESSEX COUNTY, ONTARIO
WEST CSOC, contact Cyril Bone, 28A
Sumner Rd, London, Ont. N5Z 3Y7.

SEPT 19-22, FIRST ANNUAL DURANGO
COLORADO TOURING RALLY. Bike show,
trade show, guided tours, weiner roast, poker
run, trophies, hamburger cookout, field meet,
tour pins, continental breakfast, coronation of
the National Motorcycle Queen. La Plata
County Fair-grounds, contact Herb Phillips,
P.O. Box 966, Great Bend, Kansas 67530.

SEPT 26-29, RUIDOSO MOTORCYCLE
FESTIVAL, call 505/257-5851. See poster in
this issue.

OCT 19-21, SONNENSCHEIN RALLY, Central
Florida BMWOA. Turkey Lake Park, Orlando.
Weiner roast, chili, all you can eat chicken
Bar-B-Q, endless coffee pot, pin, patch, tours,
door prizes, fun run, other activities. Contact
CFBMWOC, P.O. Box 6512, Orlando, FL
32803, phone 305/699-1404.
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More Letters
LETTER TO SIDECARISTS

Sidecars have always fascinated me.
Grandad, an irascible old Scot who was a ships'
chief engineer saw to that. Brain-washed me, he
did. His bark, of course, was worse than his bite,
but the insidious process was nontheless effec-
tive for all that. When his ship was in port, he
would come to collect me in a magnificent pro-
cession of wonderful sidecars. Brain-washing,
that's what it was. He conditioned my mind.

I'll tell you how my mind works. I recently
got a letter from Sandy Galloway, who runs the
Four Seasons Rider School in Spring, Oregon.
Could I help her with information on "third
wheel skills," she asked.

Of course, I said. Ask Dorde Woodruff,
editor of The Sidecarist.

She'll probably refer you to one of Hal
Kendall's books on the cult. And it is a cult, you
know. No other word really describes Grandad's
devotion, or my cultivation by him.

Anyway, I know Hal has written a series of
these, and although I haven't seen one, I'm sure
they're of the same high professional standard as
Hal's other papers and theses. Problem solved, I
thought. Then, taking another look at Sandy's
letter and reading between the lines, it suddenly
struck me that she wasn't talking about sidecars -
she meant ATCs, or all-terrain cycles, those little
three- and four-wheelers that look like shrunken
farm tractors. Sales of them are shooting off the
charts; one of the major companies predicts they
will sell more of them than motorcycles in 1984.
And the jump in sales will mean corresponding
increases in grief, with by much handwringing,
beating of breasts, rending of linen and girding
of loins with sack-cloth and ashes.

I guess Sandy would like to expand her
activities from motorcycles to ATCs before Big
Brother does, and I think that's good thinking.
But there are a couple of strange coincidences.

First, when Sandy asked me about "third
wheel skills" I immediately thought of Grandad
and his magnificent sidecars.

Second, I've just returned from Daytona
with side excursions to the mountains of Georgia
and points north. And while in Georgia I rode an
ATC, and it seemed to me that the handling of
the thing is not too far removed from some
characteristics of a motorcycle-sidecar outfit.

It's been a long time since I straddled a
motorcycle with a chair, but I wonder if any of
you have any thoughts on that conclusion. Are
they really similar? Or is it my imagination?
Perhaps sidecar skills could be applied or
adapted for an ATC training program.

Obviously there will be some differences,
accelerating round the chair on right-handers, or
in braking techniques. But when I recently rode
one of the little three-wheelers, I found myself
taken back years....

Maybe Hal Kendall has an answer. But in
any event, if any of you know of courses or
training programs for the operators of all terrain
vehicles or cycles, maybe you could tell Sandy at
the Four Seasons Motorcycle Rider School,
17751 S.E. Vogel Court, Boring, OR 97009.

- Stu Munro

LETTER TO STU
I think you have something there, Stu. A

couple of years ago I went on a local shop ride
with my outfit. At the lunch stop, for races and
games, the sponsoring dealer had three-wheelers.
"Go ahead,' my friends urged me, "they'll be like
sidecars." Well, apparently they aren't that much
like sidecars; in spite of this leg-up and much
determination, I did not win.

Seeing them on trail rides, as a registered
member of the sidecar cult, I tend to look down
on the other three-wheelers. But I know, intellec-
tually, that this is naughty. Pleasure in cycling
comes in many forms.

Getting back to Sandy's question, that
excellent magazine Dirt Rider has begun a new
department called Fat Tracks.
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If anyone would know about ATC training,
they would. Sure enough, Fat Tracks Kustodian
Karel Kramer promptly replied that Russ Darnell
of MX School fame does indeed supply such
training. The way Russ works is to give classes
at Saddleback or Indian Dunes in the L.A. area
in the winter, and then he travels all over the
country in the summer giving courses wherever
requested to do so by clubs or tracks. Courses
are one day or two, for beginners or intermedi-
ates, or sometimes for racing, at $40 a day.

Letter / Popcycles

POPCYCLES AND OTHER
Motorcycle-sidecar icecream vendors seem

like a perfect setup (see Vend-Car specs next
page). But Bob Kowalski found he couldn't
exactly make a living producing them. They
don't seem to be fashionable right now. Pity.

Bob's Popcycles are simple, with no
suspension on the sidecar wheel, Azusa struts,
and dry ice for cooling power. Vend-Cars are a
more sophisticated, with on-board compressors.

About the time Bob was giving up regular
manufacturing of the Popcycles, he discovered a
competitor, Vend-Car of
Fordyce, Arkansas. We
are condensing the Vend-
Car brochure for our
Industrial News page this
month, since that com-
pany is still in hot pursuit
of cold profits. Note,
however, that Bob still
has some frames avail-
able, and will build the
units on demand, the
"most innovative idea in
street vending". If ice
cream doesn't suit, how
about hot dogs?
Tempted?

The format sounds very thorough, covering
the same long range of topics as his motocross
courses. So sidecarists, here's your chance to find
out about the other three-wheelers! Russ hangs
out in the vicinity of P.O. Box 910, Alta Loma,
CA 91701, phone 714/980-3212.

Gee, Stu, if Grandad was always at sea,
where was he getting that parade of three-wheel-
ers (old style)? Tell us more.

Dorde Woodruff

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

WHY VEND-CAR?

* Low Initial Capitalization - Compared to
vans or other 3-wheel vending vehicles.

* Lower Operating Cost - Gas, insurance,
maintenance, etc. Parts and service are as near as
your local motorcycle shop and refrigerator
repairman.

* Increased Sales - Operator doesn't have to
dismount to complete sales;

approximately 2 hours per day extra selling

time from this one feature.

* Safety - Vision in all directions, no blind
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WHY VEND-CAR?
* Low Initial Capitalization - Compared to vans or other 3-wheel vending vehicles.
* Lower Operating Cost - Gas, insurance, maintenance, etc. Parts and service are as near as your

local motorcycle shop and refrigerator repairman.
* Increased Sales - Operator doesn't have to dismount to complete sales; 2 hours per day extra

selling time from this one feature.
* Safety - Vision in all directions, no blind sides for customers to walk around.
* Craftsmanship - Carefully engineered and constructed.
SIDECAR SPECIFICATIONS
* Chassis - Constructed of 2 x 2 x 1/8-inch angle iron w/ 1-inch tubular steel supports, heavy duty.
* Wheel, Tire, and Fender - Spoke wheel with high load capacity 3.00x16 4-ply rated tire, molded

fiberglass fender, securely attached.
* Construction - Refrigerated cabinet & compressor cover of 22 g stainless steel for lifetime corro-

sion protection. Corners welded and polished. Stainless steel lid with polyurethane insulation.
* Interior of cabinet is hot-dipped galvanized steel.
* Insulation - Foamed-in-place polyurethane, 3-inch bottom, 2 1/2-inch sidewalls, 2-inch top.
* Refrigeration - 110V, AC, 1/3 HP condensing unit with Dole -12 degree holdover plates. Thermo-

static control for wide range of temperatures.
* Storage Capacity - 7.5 cubic foot cabinet will hold about 50 dozen novelties, according to product

mix and packaging.
* Dimensions and Weight - 52 inches long, 27 inches high, 26 inches high, A about 5-inches ground

clearance. Weight about 300 pounds.
* Recommended Motorcycles - Honda or Suzuki 125cc or 250cc, Yamaha 185 or 250cc.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience.

FIRST TIME ADS
FOR SALE Kenna sidecar fiberglass body and

seat mold, jigs, pat-terns, and miscellaneous
parts. $2000 firm. Contact: Ken Turk, #1438,
or Alex Stephens P.O. Box 505 Manteca, CA
95336 209/523-5443 or 209/526-9742

FOR SALE New Bingham Mark I sidecar,
$995. New Popcycle ice cream/cold drink
vending sidecar, $1295. Miscellaneous
sidecar frames from $495, all with universal
mounts. R. P. Kowalski, 124 Valencia Mesa
Fullerton, CA 92635 714/992-4336

FOR SALE '46 Flathead Harley, 74-inch, with
100% stock sidecar & spare tire, shield, 29K
miles on 100% restored bike and car, all stock
accessories. Offer over $16,000, serious only.
Contact: Steve Cothran, #2520 630 Univer-
sity Av, San Jose, CA 95110 408/292-3053

FOR SALE 1977 GL1000 Honda, Vetter fairing,
Calafia bags, GEM 4-1 rear end. Kenna
sidecar, 7500 miles, $2850 Contact: F.
Roszyk, #35, 6632 Turina Rd, Las Vegas, NV
89102, 702/871-4320

WANTED Sidecar to fit Vespa 150 with 8-inch
wheels. Would prefer a Squire, what have
you? Must be reasonable, in NE states, hope-
fully. Contact: Gregg S. Corcoran, #2581
Sedgewood Lane, Mansfield Center, CT
06250 203/423-4104

FOR SALE 1981 Gold Wing, like new, 15,000
miles, every extra including CB, tape, plus
Vetter sidecar. $8600 invested, make offer,
Bob Walker, #537, 28 Bayside Village,
Newport Beach, CA 92663 714/673-3622

FOR SALE Spirit Eagle sidecat, white, excel-
lent condition, with tonneau cover, all attach-
ment struts, driving light. Located in San
Diego. $800. Contact: Frank Thompson
Zuch, #237 538 Harding Av, San Fernando,
CA 91340 818/365-0081

FOR SALE Thompson Cyclecar, white, like-new
condition, with tonneau cover, all attachment
struts, running lights. $995, Frank Tompson
Zuch, #237 Thompson Cyclecars, P.O. Box
2AS, San Fernando, CA 91340 818/365-0081

FOR SALE '80 Honda Hawk with windshield,
custom seat, rack, oil cooler, and Spirit Eagle
with rack, driving light and tonneau cover,
$1500. Contact: Brian Carter, #1390, 2216 51
St, Sacramento, CA 95817 916/455-7587

WANTED Harley-Davidson: Package Van Frame
In Good Condition! Write or call. Contact:
Bob Bonnell RR#2, Box 84 Elmwood, IL
61529 309/245-4483

FOR SALE '81 Honda 900 Custom 10-speed,
Terraplane sidecar, fairing, trunk, bags, AM/
FM, cassette, airhorn, cruise control, 10647
miles, $3250 or B/O. Contact: Ken
Havenstrite 14986 Clovis Victorville, CA
92392 619/245-5405

FOR SALE R50S BMW 1962, good condition,
$1000. R26,R27 basket cases with some new
and extra parts, $1000 takes all. Wanted,
Heinreich gas tank for /2 BMW, LS200 Steib
Contact: Dan Holman, #2687, RP.#1, Box 44,
Gardner, KS 66030, 913/882-6892

WANTED H-D or Continental sidecar, for 1979
Electraglide. Will trade my excellent 850
Yamaha full dress, low miles. Pictures avail-
able. Geoff Oldfather 300 BRown Drive SW
Sierra Vista, AZ 85635 602/458-4257

FOR SALE H-D 1980 FLH Classic with sidecar,
leading front fork, black and gray, red pin-
stripe, $7800, 16,000 miles. Contact: James
Zech, #1309, 31881 Cambridge, Livonia, MI
48154, 313/427-0143

FOR SALE Spirit of America sidecar, new tire,
paint. Excellent condition, asking $700 or best
offer. Will deliver within 150 miles, located S.
Jersey. Contact: Tom Fritz, 28 Grandview Dr
Woodstown, NJ 08098 609/769-2077
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FIRST TIME ADS, Cont.
PERSONAL EML EUROPEAN DELIVERY

program. Your cycle or new U.S. Guzzi or
BMW including K100! Individualized Euro-
pean sidecar tours. For information write
airmail. Shaffer-Howell, ICE, #2757, Schulstr.
12, D6571 Bundenbach, West Germany

SECOND TIME ADS
WANTED 1940-1947 California motorcycle

plate, must be in excellent condition, write and
send phone number and I'll call. Contact:
Michael E. Maluso, Jr., #2683, P.O. Box 374,
San Marcos, CA 92069 619/744-7681

FOR SALE BMW 75/6 and '83 Velorex sidecar,
$3500. Also KZ1300 and CX500, make offer.
Contact: Eugene Speare, #2553, P.O. Box 86,
Fiskdale, MA 01518 617/347-2176

FOR SALE Finest enclosed sidecar in USCA.
Custom aluminum body, Imron paint, large
storage, fuel cell, $2,800. Call for photos,
details. Contact: Scott R. Ingram, Minneapo-
lis, MN, 612/922-8132

FOR SALE '51 Steib S-350, partially re-stored,
all parts available to re-store, $1500. Millray
Coupe Royale, excellent condition, $1500. '77
Ural, windshield and tonneau, excel-lent
condition, $1000. Contact: Dale Monson,
7230 181 Av NW, Anoka, MN 55303 612/753-
2509

FOR SALE 1981 Guzzi convert/Motorvation
Formula II 1982. #4500. Bike burns regular
gas. Many extras. Both in excellent condition.
Will deliver to 200 miles. Contact: Bob Krish,
#1541, Meadowpark Rd, Baldwin P1., NY
10505 914/628-8929

FOR SALE Honda GL1000 final drive unit with
factory-installed GEMS ring and pinion gear
set, 4.00 to 1 ratio. Gives extra torque in all
gears, and even improves gas mileage with
heavy outfit. $200, complete with original 3.4
gears. Contact: Ron Rennie, #142, 25911
Saddle View, Lomita, CA 90717

FOR SALE 1978 Gold Wing and Ural sidecar
23,000 miles, $2800. Contact: Ralph Salerno,
#2433 28039 Lomo Drive, Palos Verdes, CA
90274 213/377-8186

PERSONAL Save driving time and hassle, will
take 1-3 riders and rig in pickup and trailer
from SLC to near Interlochen for Rally, share
gas. One way (to) only, lv SLC Jun 25, drive
straight thru, send phone #. Contact: Don &
Kattie BrooksKenyon, 1350 West North
Temple, Salt Lake City, UT 84116

FOR SALE 1977 Suzuki GS750 and Bingham
Mk II. Full front end rework, sidecar gearing,
excellent condition. Great sports rig. $1500.
Contact: F. J. Zepp, #857, 784 Starlight, La
Canada, CA 91011 818/952-7046

FOR SALE 1980 Yamaha 850 Special, fully
dressed with Kutter Accessories. 1981 Ride-
by-Side sidecar, very low mileage. Same bike
as pictured on front cover, April issue of the
SIDECARIST. Many extras. Contact: Leroy J.
Brown, #1630 148 Peters Rd, Milford, MI
48042 313/685-9653, eves.

FOR SALE '74 BMW R90/6 combo, Jupiter
sidecar, 5500 miles, Lester wheels, 3.36 rear
end, gaspring shocks, Heinrich 10-gal. tank,
new carbs. Many other accessories. Contact:
John H. Moyer, #816 RT 6, Box 503, Paris,
TX 75460 214/785-1389

FOR SALE MotoGuzzi V1000C 1977 with EML
sidecar 1982. All white, family, convertible
top, 18,412 miles on bike, less than 200 on
sidecar due to death. $7000, reference Sidecar
Restorations, St. Louis, MO. E. A. Ransdell,
#2333, P.O. Box 399, Mexico, MO 65265

Classifieds
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Cartoon
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Bookshop
NEW! SIDECAR OPERATOR MANUALS
HAVE ARRIVED
Cost: $5.00 each postpaid, for single copies Price

schedule for multiple issues: 2 - 5 $4.50 each

6 - 10: 4.00; 11 - 25: 3.50; 26 - 50: 3.00;>51: 2.50
CONTENTS
1) Tires, wheels and bearings, front end, sidecar fittings

and installation, suspension, controls, lights, horn,
chain, fuel and oil

2) Using the controls safely

3) Uneven surfaces, riding over objects, grooves and
gratings, sloping surfaces

4) Night riding

5) Emergencies: avoiding obstacles; minor emergen-
cies: flying objects, animals

6) Blowouts, stuck throttle, wobble, engine seizure,
getting off the pavement

7) Carrying passengers, cargo, and ballast

8) Trailers

9) Group riding

10) Operator physical and mental condition

11) Motorcycle and sidecar outfit: necessary equip-
ment, sidecar care

12) Sidecar operator skill test: starting on hill; sharp
turn, turning and stopping; turning speed judgement;
quick stop - straight; quick turn; quick stop - curve

13) U.S. sidecar manufacturers and distributors

Please make checks payable to the United Sidecar
Association.

Send order to: Ken Andersen, Book Officer, 4338 Red
Coat Rd., Rockford, IL 61109

Sidecar Manuals and back issues of THE SIDECAR-
IST can be ordered from last month's list.

SIDECAR OPERATOR MANUAL (SOM)
By Hal Kendall

The idea for the SOM began in 1980. Tim

Colburn, Dale McCormick, and Marge Jennings
very successfully conducted the Sidecar Skill
Schools at Northeastern Illinois University, but it
was apparent a manual was needed.

We approached the AMA, the MSF. and
NHTSA. All were in agreement that such a manual
was necessary. But they didn't have the skills or the
interest to develop one.

They did send voluminous studies for for solo
riders. With solo motorcycles so outnumbering sidecar
rigs, we simply fell through the cracks. If we wanted a
manual, we would have to prepare it ourselves.
Keeping it similar in format to the MSF's Motorcycle
Operator Manual (MOM) would preserve the continu-
ity of instruction.

Most sidecarists begin as motorcyclists. The
manual, therefore, dwells on the specific differences in
operating a single track or a dual track vehicle. A
motorist with no previous riding experience may also
learn the secrets of side-caring, however.

Safety organizations were given copies of the
draft manuscript and asked to comment on it. All
responded with  their comments and suggestions.

Dedicated to the USCA membership, the manual
should be invaluable for the novice sidecar rider, or as a
text for sidecar skill clinics. It includes a sidecar skil test
patterned after the MSF MOST skill test. All funds
received from its sale go into the Sidecar Educational
Fund for the promotion of manuals on sidecaring.
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Application Form
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